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RESPONSE ON BEHALF OF THE WALES & CHESTER CIRCUIT TO THE 

MINISTRY OF JUSTICE CONSULTATION ON AMENDING THE ADVOCATES’ 

GRADUATED FEE SCHEME. 

Q1: Do you agree with the proposed increases to basic fees in bands 4.2 and 4.3? Please state 

yes/no and give reasons.  

See Q10 below. 

Q2: Do you agree with the proposed increases to basic fees in bands 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3? Please 

state yes/no and give reasons.  

See Q10 below. 

Q3: Do you agree with the proposed increases to basic fees in bands 9.1 and 9.4? Please state 

yes/no and give reasons.  

See Q10 below. 

Q4: Do you agree with the proposed increases to fees in the standard cases category? Please 

state yes/no and give reasons.  

See Q10 below. 

Q5: Do you agree with the proposed increases to basic fees in bands 6.4, 6.5, 11.2, 12.1, 12.2, 

12.3, 13.1, 14.1, 15.1, 15.2, and 15.3? Please state yes/no and give reasons.  

See Q10 below. 

Q6: Do you agree with the proposed re-banding of several offences – harbouring an escaped 

prisoner, the intimidation of witnesses, the intimidation of witnesses, jurors and others, and 

assisting offenders – from the standard cases category to the offences against the public interest 

category? Please state yes/no and give reasons.  

Yes. It is our view that further offences should also be re-categorised from category 17 

including: 

• Controlling/coercive behaviour. 
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• Harassment. 

These offences invariably entail reading many documents (phone interrogation/social media) 

and taking instructions across a number of different incidents covering a lengthy time period. 

Q7: Do you agree with the proposed increase to fees for ineffective trials? Please state yes/no 

and give reasons.  

They are insufficient. The advocate should receive the case category and advocate category 

appropriate refresher for the first day of trial. Trials are commonly ineffective for the following 

reasons: 

• The defendant fails to attend/leave his cell. 

• The prison service fails to deliver the defendant. 

• Witnesses fail to attend (deliberately or through failure on the part of the Witness Care 

Unit). 

• Interpreters fail to attend. 

• A sufficient jury panel cannot be obtained. 

None of these reasons are the fault of the advocate. The advocate will still have had to fully 

prepare the case for trial, attend court for the day and clear his/her professional diary for the 

length of the case. Paying a fixed fee regardless of the category of case and advocate in such 

circumstances is inadequate remuneration for the work done and the damage inflicted to the 

advocate’s earning potential. It is also our experience that matters are thereafter often re-listed 

with such urgency that the availability of the original advocate is given little regard.  

Q8: Do you agree with the proposed increase to fees for appeals against conviction? Please 

state yes/no and give reasons. 

It is insufficient. The fee for an appeal against conviction should not be less than the proposed 

refresher for standard category cases, namely £350 for a junior, £525 for a leading junior and 

£700 for a QC. 

Q9: Do you agree that fees across the scheme should be increased by 1% on cases with a 

Representation Order dated on or after 1 April 2019? Please state yes/no and give reasons.  
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It is insufficient. The 1% increase in fees in April 2019, when the rate of inflation runs at over 

2.5% is, in fact, a guaranteed pay cut. Whilst we endorse the creation of an annual review of 

the AGFS scheme, we note that no commitment has been made to any future increase 

thereafter. The derisory figure will undermine the attempts to recruit talented practitioners to a 

criminal practice. It will also serve to further disenchant a profession labouring under huge real 

terms pay decreases.  

Q10: Do you agree with the overall package of scheme amendments we have set out in this 

consultation document? Please state yes/no and give reasons. If you have alternative proposals, 

we would welcome case studies and examples to illustrate these.  

The increases proposed to Scheme 10 are inadequate. They will do little to tackle the problem 

of recruitment and retention to the criminal Bar. They will do little to tackle the disillusion felt 

by many toward a regime that has imposed a real term pay decrease on the profession year after 

year. Given that background we remain committed to protecting the future of criminal 

advocates in both limbs of the profession. To advance that objective we make the following 

observations: 

 

1. Scheme 11 lacks any “safety valve” to protect advocates in certain cases. In 

particular there is no page threshold for categories 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 

14, 15, 16 and 17. There is a real risk that an advocate will accept instructions in 

what appears to be a simple case to then find themselves acting for a fee that no 

longer reflects the nature and extent of the work involved. We appreciate that using 

page count to reflect complexity is a vague tool. We are told that the move away 

from the need to calculate pages in 75% of cases, which was hoped to bring a saving 

to the LAA, will achieve no such cost saving. A return to a greater reliance upon 

page count would therefore appear unproblematic. We suggest that the scheme 

could better reflect complexity by reference to the following: 

 

a) Page count thresholds for all categories at 2,500, 5,000, 7,500 and 10,000. 

b) Expert evidence. 

c) Number of defendants. 

d) Length of trial. 

e) Number of complainants. 
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f) Child witnesses. 

g) Use of an intermediary. 

 

The proxies identified above are capable of being independently verified with little 

time consequence. 

 

In addition, the approach to so-called ‘special’ preparation must be reformed.  

 

The consultation paper ‘Amending the Advocates’ Graduated Fee Scheme’ at 

paragraph 65 wrongly states that ‘cases are considered for a special preparation 

payment if they involve novel points of law or fact’. In fact, it is no longer a basis 

to claim a special preparation payment that the case involved a novel factual issue 

(compare the version of paragraph 17(1)(a) of Schedule 1 of the Criminal Legal Aid 

(Remuneration) Regulations 2013 that was in force from 5 May 2015 to 31 March 

2018, with the version in force from 1 April 2018).  

 

Narrowing the scope to remunerate advocates for their hard work in the above 

manner has unfairly increased the risk that advocates are required to perform 

necessary additional work without any remuneration.  

 

By contrast, a commitment to ensure that criminal advocacy remains an attractive 

profession which is open to all, as heralded in the Ministerial Foreword, ought to 

require that all steps should be taken to ensure that no necessary and reasonable 

work goes unremunerated.  

 

Similarly, the principles of reducing reliance on Pages of Prosecution Evidence as 

a proxy for complexity and more fairly rewarding work done by advocates, as 

espoused by the Executive Summary at paragraph 4, must incorporate remunerating 

all preparation that is necessarily and reasonably undertaken. 

 

To assist the Ministry in making good its stated commitments and acting upon its 

adopted principles, the following suggestion is made: 
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That the ‘special preparation fee’ in paragraphs 17 and 24 of Schedule 1 of the 

Remuneration Regulations is renamed the ‘additional preparation fee’ signalling 

that it is not to be reserved for ‘special’ cases, but will be paid in all cases in which 

the advocate has undertaken additional work which has been necessary and 

reasonable. 

 

The test in paragraph 17(1)(a) should be amended so that an additional preparation 

fee may be paid simply where:  

 

“it has been necessary for an advocate to do work by way of preparation in 

excess of the amount normally done for cases of the same type” 

 

The test in paragraph 17(1)(b) should also be amended so that an additional 

preparation fee may also be paid where the number of pages of prosecution 

evidence exceeds the relevant case category page count threshold (see point 1a 

above).  
 

In accordance with paragraph 17(3), the amount of any additional fee will be 

calculated from the number of hours preparation in excess of the amount that the 

appropriate officer considers reasonable for cases of the same type (where 

paragraph 17(1)(a) is relied upon) or the number of hours which the appropriate 

officer considers reasonable to read the excess pages (where paragraph 17(1)(b) is 

relied upon). 

 

The hourly fee rates for additional preparation, currently contained with paragraph 

24 of Schedule 1 to the Remuneration Regulations, should also be reformed. The 

current hourly rates of £39 per hour for a junior, £56 per hour for a leading junior 

and £74 per hour for a QC are derisory. As of 30th April 2007, the rates stood at £45 

per hour for a junior (equivalent today of £61.97), £65 per hour for a leading junior 

(equivalent today of £89.50) and £85 per hour for a QC (equivalent today of 

£117.05). The present hourly rates should at least be equivalent to the rates in 2007, 

namely £61.97 for a junior, £89.50 for a leading junior and £117.05 for a QC.  
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2. For cases in Category 6 Bands 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5 the page threshold of 10,000 is too 

high. The scheme should offer greater sensitivity (as per that at point 1a above). 

 

3. The payment for mentions when being covered by an advocate other than the 

advocate instructed in the case is inadequate. The fee does not reflect the level of 

preparation and time consumed attending the hearing. The proper operation of BCM 

and a closer regard to the principle of case ownership may serve to reduce the 

occasions when alternative counsel is asked to attend such hearings. As matters 

stand, it is the Bar that bears the cost of such hearings. Furthermore, the work for 

such hearings is often allocated at the close of the working day (for the court). It is 

taken for granted that the advocate will prepare the case at a time when many may 

have family and social commitments. That has an adverse effect upon recruitment 

to the Bar, the retention of advocates (particularly women) at the Bar and adversely 

impacts upon the wellbeing of those concerned. 

 
4. Finally, all proposed fee increases should be back dated to 1 April 2018, with 

additional payment being made on AGFS claims submitted from that date onwards 

as if they had been submitted under ‘scheme 11’. In paragraph 9 of the Executive 

Summary it is accepted by the Ministry of Justice that: 

 

“One of the principles of the reformed scheme [Scheme 10] from the very outset 

was to reflect, and pay for, work done. Having carefully considered the concerns 

that the AGFS [Scheme 10] does not achieve this objective, we recognise that fees 

within the scheme should be increased”. 

 

Having conceded that payments since 1 April 2018 under scheme 10 have not 

achieved the objective of paying for work done, the Ministry should undertake to 

pay for that work for which remuneration remains outstanding. It is clear that the 

Legal Aid Agency can, and does, make sensible and pragmatic payments outside 

the scope of the Remuneration Regulations (see R (on application of David Ames 

[2018] EWHC 2250 (Admin). Other professions have received back dated pay rises 

by governmental bodies within the jurisdiction of England and Wales. The Welsh 

Government, for example, has recently agreed (25th September 2018) the following 

pay increases for doctors and dentists within Wales back dated to 1 April 2018: 
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a. a 2% base increase for salaried doctors and dentists, salaried General 

Medical Practitioners (GMPs) and independent contractor GMPs and 

General Dental Practitioners (GDPs) 

 

b. an additional 2% for independent contractor GMPs, salaried GMPs and to 

the GMP trainers’ grant and the GMP appraisers’ rate 

 

c. an additional 1.5% for Specialty and Associate Specialist (SAS) doctors. 

 

If the Ministry of Justice is genuine about its aim to pay for work done, it should back date the 

proposed pay rises under Scheme 11 to 1 April 2018 likewise. 

 

Q11: Do you agree that we have correctly identified the range of impacts of the proposals as 

currently drafted in this consultation paper? Please state yes/no and give reasons.  

No. The reference point for the introduction of the proposed £15m of additional scheme 

spending should be the most recent published release of AGFS expenditure, namely 2017-2018 

(not 2016-2017). 

Q12: Have we correctly identified the extent of the impacts of the proposals, and forms of 

mitigation? Please state yes/no and give reasons.  

No.  

At paragraphs 94 and 100 of the Impact Assessment dated 30/08/18 it is assumed that ‘clients 

would still have access to the same criminal legal aid services as they do now’. That assumption 

is dangerous. Between April and June 2018 members of the Wales and Chester Circuit 

withdrew from the provision of criminal legal aid services, reflecting the low morale and 

unsustainable work/income pressures being suffered by those practising in the criminal courts. 

Some members resumed the provision of criminal legal aid services only because the Ministry 

of Justice had expressed a commitment to building a sustainable criminal Bar. Other members 

of circuit have not returned to the criminal Bar and have taken up other practice areas, or indeed 
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left the Bar entirely. The proposals within scheme 11 reflect an improve on scheme 10 but they 

do not come anywhere close to a sustainable settlement ensuring that criminal advocacy is ‘an 

attractive profession which is open to all’. The proposals in scheme 11, without further 

amendment, are in breach of the trust of those members of Circuit who returned to providing 

criminal legal aid services in June in the expectation that the Ministry of Justice would act 

decisively to bring about a modern, accessible criminal justice system where the professions 

engaged in it are properly rewarded for the vital work they do. Sadly, the rate of attrition at the 

criminal Bar will not be slowed by these proposals. 

Q13: Do you consider that the proposals will impact on the delivery of publicly funded criminal 

advocacy through the medium of Welsh? Please state yes/no and give reasons.  

Yes. The proposals are not sufficient to tackle the problem of recruitment and retention of 

Welsh speakers to the criminal Bar. The derisory figures will undermine the attempts to recruit 

talented Welsh speaking practitioners to criminal practice and serve to further disenchant those 

Welsh speakers currently labouring under huge real term pay decreases.  

 

 


